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ABSTRACT

Dcvteo for use with an inhaler, the Inhaler comprising a body, an aerosol

canister arranged in said body containing medicament, comprising a metered

dose Chamber end able to dispense a metered dose of said medicament, a

nozde In fluid ccrnmuntcation wtth said canister, an opening tor dispensing of

said modreament in (hid oommuracalion with said node, said device comprising

means (34. 38. 42. 44. 40. 50. 52) lor activating said canister to open and

dispense said medicament In response to an airflow In the Inhaler caused by

inhalation of a user through said opening, return means {42. 48, 56. 58, 60) for

deactivating said canister to dose H, characterised h thai said return means

deactivates said canister when the airflow drops betow a certain threshold value.
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TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an inhaler, the inhaler comprising a

body, a compartment arranged in said body confining medicamen t.

imber of doses, which inhakr is able to dispense a

I of said medicament, and an opening for dispensing of

10 BACKGROUND OP* THE INVENTION

For a number efyemrs inhalers have been used to deliver at

dose of medicament to the respiratory tract of a patient Basically

there ant three types of inhalers, adapted for powdea med icament,

I driven Quid medicament and nebuliaer*.

13

2J

30

The primary design of moat of the inhaler* arc basically the same far

the different forma of ""^•"""^ a bousing TT*TT |>iTii"g a supply of

the medicament, a mouthpiece, air Cow conduits in connection with

the supply of medicament and activating means for generating

delivery of a metered dose of mrritcsmenL The activating means have

a wide variety of construction! and ftmctiona. These include

activation by the patients hand, such as squeezing the inhaler or

mamwuw»mg a button, during inhalation, electrically activated i

delivery, and inhalation activated dose delivery, for example.

Apart from delivery ofa metered dose, most inhalers are also

arranged with refilling/ recharging means, that is, the chamber or

<auT^iai Uueui containing the metered dose has to be

refined/recharged after delivery, or before the next dose is go be

delivered.
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The drawback of the patient activated inhaler* U that it may be

difficult for une persons to activate the inhaler asd innate at the

same instant. If these action* are not quite synchronised, the patient

receives an inadequate amount of medicament into the respiratory

tract. Many of the recent design of inhalers are therefore breath

activated wherein the device is activated by inhalation. This

the canister to be depressed and deliver its metered i

One problem with these inhalers is that the canister remains

depressed until the patient physically intervenes and removes the

pressure on the canister. The chamber may not be refilled completely

with these types of inhalers, especiany when the amount remaining

m the canister is low, because the user may hold the -»'••«»—• of the

inhaler in a non-vertical position during the action actrvaring/refilling

of the inhalers metered dose chamber. If the level of medicament is

low, it cannot then flow into the metered dose chamber in this

position. Instead the chamber is filled with the propeUant gas. During

the subsequent dose, the patient will rectito s reduced dose of

medicament, perhaps only propellent
(

Another problem with same breath-activated inhalers to that the

inhaler allow* far the canister to be compressed far substantial

periods of time, resulting in reduced functionality of the valve

mechanism.

Document US-A-5,826,571 discloses a breath-activated inhaler

comprising an activating means which depresses the canister in

response to inhalation and return means far automatically

deactivating or non-depressing the canister in response to the

actuating means. The inhaler further comprises control means far

controlling the time the canister is open, i e the time between
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activation and deactivation. The return means also provides a refill of

Che cantered dose chamber.of the canister during deactivation.

One problem associated with the above 'nhulT is that the device

controls the opening time of the canister, i e the time the canister is

depressed, in order to insure thai the whose dose is delivered. With

the canisters presently on the market, the pressure is such that the

major part of the metered dose is deirrerrd during the first 200-300

ma after the canister opens. A remaining part is delivered during the

subsequent period of time. For the previous breath-activated

inhalers, the opening time posed no proWem, since the canister

remained open after activation until it was physically recharged. With

the inhaler according to US-A-3,826,571 the opening time controls

the return means to deactivate the canister. A norther aspect in this

respect is the repeatability of the inhaler, which ia one of the

requirement* of such a product from national authorities approving

i and products i

The opening time of US-A-3.826.571 is controlled by a vtocoetostic

element- This element'may be adjusted so that the required opening

time ia obtained when the inhaler is assembled at the factory, and

even during some period of use. But repeated use, and time itself, will

Ekcty chango the properties cf the riacoelaitx: tfcirat so that the

Opening time varies. If shorter, the whole metered dose will not be

delivered to the patient, with a deteriorated inhalation quality as a

consequence due to doses delivered that axe inadequate to the

patient

On the other hand, if the opening time is too long, the patient may
remove the inhaler from the mouth and position it in a non-vertical

position before the canister to closed and the metered dose chamber

is dosed. If the level of medicament then is low sn inadequate refill of

10
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the chamber is obtained, as described above, and the patient does

not receive its correct medicament during the subsequent inhalation.

A general problem with the known inhaler* to that there is no

possibility of tncmboring or controlling the inhalation quality of the

P^tlCXit^, Bsttd ftOtt ta^ftt O^r^f^!^ tOslSCft&Oa^ Otfa tt*>£ aUC^ttCaQltiOfls ft^XtCC

anry the start of the mhsfanbn activates the device.

Another aspect in this technical field ts thai many medical

distribution products today have some sort of drug container

comprising a number of doses of medicament and a drug delivery

opening through which the medicament to delivered. For example

these comprise inhaler* such as aerosol inhaler* where the

medicament and propeUant to contained in a canister or the like. The

eanlster comprises a hollow *rrm through which the racdfrsmerit is

delivered when the stem is pressed into the canister. Other inhalers

have the medicament in powder farm, where the powder to contained

m blisters or the like. When the medicament i* to be delivered, the

blister to opened, either by tearing the blister open or by piercing it so

that an opening ts created. With nebulisers, an ampoule or blister or

other container holding the medicament is pierced or slit open.

Other medical distribution products are injectors where the

medicament is contained in a syringe, which in turn is placed in a

casing, which injectors automatically or semi-aummaticaDy perform

different functions such as injecting the needle into the patient,

delivering the medicament bum -he syringe and retracting the i

or ejecting a needle protector.

.30 For the drug to be delivered from these devices, they are provided

with soma kind ofactuating means. These often comprise springs or
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the like which could be 'energised" i e tensioned and held in that

state until they are released. The actuating means could be i

either manually by a lever, sliding button or the like tensioning the

actuating means or automatically whereby they are tensioned by

moving components of the device. In order to be held in an energised

state, the devices comprise a *~-lf"'g means capable of holding the

actusting mean* in an energised state. Depending on device, the

actuating means, when released by the locking means, depress a

canister, puncture a bhster or ampoule or push the plunger of a

syringe, etc

The devices further comprise some sort of activating means

operationally attached to the aenjating means and capable of

releasing the locking means when the patient to to receive a dose of

medicament. These actuating means could be purely manually

operated, such as a button, a lever or a handle arranged on the outer

surface of the device. The patient then presses or moves the

> in order to release the locking means.

For many inhalers, the activating means to a flap or a vane that to

arranged adjacent an sir intake on the inhaler and substantially

blocking the air intake when not activated. When a patient inhales

through an inhalation opening, a pressure difference occur* over the

vane or flap. This pressure difference causes the Dsp or vane tn move

end thereby open the air intake so that an inhalation air fiow to

created. This movement of the flap or vane releases the locking

means so that the actuating means to activated and a dose to

dHi vercd.

30 The spring mean* of the actuating m*nnv are often rather powerful.

For instance with aerosol driven inhalers the spring means have to be
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able to depress the canister so thai a dose is delivered. This i

that* stem of the canister has to be pushed into the canister against

the spring force of the stem and against the friction caused by the

seals arauad the i

Par suto-injectors there could be several actuating means. Firstly the

needle has to be pushed into the patient. Then the plunger is pressed

into the syringe in order to deliver the medicament Alter the drug is

delivered, the needle a withdrawn either by retracting It into the

auto-injector housing or by pushing forward a needlr protection

The tact that the farce of tbc actuating means a relatively high and

that It thus requires relatively high forces in order to hold or lock U in

an energised state, at the same time as the forces for activating the

actuating means need to be low. requires some form of transmission

in order for the tow activating force to be able to release the actuating

force, it may be seen as one single energy system where a small input

force provides a large output force.

Because of this relation, quite a number ofcomponents are required,

which components srCD affect the cnerey system due to for example

friction of component*, tolerances and spring ebaractertanca, giving

rise to variations in force required for releasing the actuating means.

Because it is one single interconnected system, the force for

activating the activating mean* will thus also vary.

For most medical devices this is not acceptable because the

activation should occur within a relatively narrow, wdl-defined force

range. In order to cope with this, conventional techniques for these

devices try to keep the number ofcomponents to a "•Hfr-^m and

with high demands on tolerances in order to minimise the variations,

m order to try to obtain predictable and repetitive conditions.

The strive to keep the cumber of component down and working with

5 high tolerance requirements gives a rather cosily device, by which it

even so is difficult to nun«j. conditions.

One example is aerosol inhalers, where one, due to envirmunental

considerations, b switching from canisters with CFC as propellent to

HFA. HFA however requires much stronger seals whereby the force

required to depress the r*T*TT^rr may be "'Mt*

n

ti* Tly • *T">T' for

the CPC-canisters. With the same activating means, the variations

win increase in the same degree. In order to cope with this, i

higher demands on tolerances are required.

10

15

The above mentioned problems are also very much pronounced with

:
devices, such as multiple automatic functions acting in

t of each other, with long and/or multiple energy systems

where it is Important that the forces required far triggering the

different actuating means are certain to be provided without over-

riirafnafartmg the activating means. Otherwise, either it is not certain

that the different funcbona are able to sequentially trigger each other

or the device wiD be unneecssaribr bulky and difficult to i

According to a further aspect on inhalers, the main object with the

breath-activation ia to facilitate for the patient to obtain a dose of

medicament, in comparison to the manually operated inhalers where

the patient needs to activate the delivery by hand and inhale at the

same time. This co-ordination of actions from the patient often

causes problems so that, if the patient do not co-ordinate property,

the patient may not receive an adequate dose of medicament.

10

In the case of aerosol-driven inhalers the breath-activation <

spring to compress a canister containing the medicament and

propeEUnt to that the medicament it delivered. Either a metered

is delivered or the canister is open a predetermined time under which

time medicament is delivered continuously, to the case of powder
inhalers, me breath activation causes access to an amount of powder

to be inhaled or a dose to be delivered. Other types of inhalers, such
as nebulizers, may also have breath-activated devices for activating

the delivery ofa dose, or quantity, of medicament.

Some of the breath-ectivated devices comprise soma form of plate -

shaped hd, flap or vane mcwabry arranged in an air flow path in the

inhaler or adjacent an air intake. Upon inhalation the pressure drop
and/or air flow causes the plate to move and thereby activate the

actuating means so that a dose ia delivered.

13

Some of the breaih-actrvated inhalers arc also arranged with return

mean s. These return means 'reset* the actuating means to a ready

20 state so that the.Inhaler is ready for use for the subsequent

Inhalation. The return means also recharge the inhaler, c g refills a
metered doss chamber with medicament for subsequent use. The
reruns means are cither operated manually, e g when a protective

cover is dosed or opened, or automatically, either at a specific time

25 after inhalation or when the inhalation is I

A drawback with the above described devices is that the breath-

activated devkes may unintentionally be triggered when the Inhaler fa

ready for inhalation if the inhaler is dropped or otherwise exposed to

10 sudden forces. Since the plates, vanes or flaps should be able to move
by rather small forces exerted by the pressure drop/air flow during

inhalation, they might also rather easfly be moved by a sudden

movement or

the inhaler is

change of movement of the inhaler, such as if

or hits an object when it is reach/ for inhalation.

A number of doses important to the patient could be lost in this way.

5 Further, the doses wiO, for many types of inhalers, be delivered inside

the inhaler if triggered unintentionally. The medicament delivered

inside the inhaler may deposit in paaaage ways or fnrrhani&^us of the

inhaler and possibly obstruct the function or rendering the inhaler

unclean. The deposition may also affect tbc dose-to-dose equivalence

10 in that a lesser amount of medicament is inhaled than intended, and

in that the deposited medicament may break loose during inhalation,

whereby the amount is larger than intended.

In context with inhalers with automatic recharging means, an

IS unintended triggering of the inhakr may also lead to an improper

filling of the metered dose chamber If far example the inhaler is held

in such a position during recharging that the medicament cannot

properly SD the chamber. This could for example be the case with

aerosol driven canisters that have to be held In a substantially

20 vertical position when refilling the metered dose chamber, in

particular when the canister is not full. The improper ding of the

metered dose chamber leads to an improper doss delivered to the

patient st the subsequent inhalation.

23 At the present, there is a wide variety of inhalers on the market,

where a targe quantity of these are to called aerosol-driven whalers.

These comprise a canister comprising the medicament and a gas as

proprThint , The canister comprises a dispensing device with a spring-

loaded stem. When the stem is pressed into the canister, a i

30 dose of medicament is delivered.
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Most aerosol-driven inhalers ire provided with nme actrratmg i

for depressing the canister. These span from simple levers jirxaDj
arranged in the inhaler, which levers press ea the side of (he canister

opposite the dispensing device, usuaDy the bottom of the canister, to

sophisticated arranarmenta comprising spring mean* actingm the

canister, which spring are activated by inhalation. A remit type of

inhaler also comprises motor means and centre* mearia together with

a new type of canister, where the canister delivers medicament as

long at it is depressed, and that the control means controls the motor
which acts as depressing means for the canister. For example the

control means controls the motor to keep the canister depressed far a
certain period of i

10

UsuaDy, the canisters and the inhalers are manufactured by separsee

I j companies, whero the canisters have different set dimensions and
certain tolerance widths, and the stroke of the dispensing device has
a certain stroke. On the market there are a few d'fierent canister

t depending on the irfwH «r medicament t>~ pp^^r "*

: each canister shall be able to deliver.

The manufacturers of inhale™ have these canister measures to cope
with when developing an inhaler, developing an inhaler for one

«PWfic caniatcr Sfee. Since the general aim for the developer erf the

inhaler is to keep the overall size as small as possible so that the

inhaler is handy and discrete in use, the space inside the inhaler is

rather limited. Especially when working with spring activating means
it is not possible to use long springs in order to obtain a more or less

constant spring cnaracteristics during the depression movement of

the canister. Instead transmission meant arc used to increase the

spring farce acting on the canister. These transmission mrsni are

however affected by diOerencea in tolerances of the canister, of the

inhaler, and of canister end inhaler together.

15

11

10

If. as an example, the canister has a tolerance width of a few

millimetres over its entire length, which is not unusual, and the

inhaler has on overall tolerance width of approximately one

millimetre, this could lead to a total tolerance width of the system of

several mfllxmetres. With such tolerance widths, either the activating

means wul have to move quite a distance before coming in contact

with a small canister, and thus exposing the canister to sudden

impacts from the activating means, or, in the case of a bugs canister,

that the activating means still contains a lot of energy when the

r is depressed. Since the starting point for the activating

i varies so much with the tolerance widths buih into the system

and with the limited space available in the inhaler, it is very difficult

to handle such differences and to design an activating means acting

with the same predictable characteristics over this

Inhalers for inhaling medicament into the respiratory tract comprise

i sort of opening, typically also with a mouthpiece, and an sir

ige inside the inhaler m communication with the opening. A

compartment containing mfd^*m^ rt> and dose delivering means are

also arranged and m pottomiration with the air passage so that,

when the patient inhales, air and medicament win mix in the air

i and wiQ be inhaled by the patient

A plurality of inhalers present en the market are provided with breath

activated dose delivering means, so called breath activated inhalers.

These function so as to deliver a dose of medicament when the

patient inhales, i e when there to an air flow present in the air

passage. In contrast u inhalers where the patient phyvicaQv has to

activate the dose delivering means, e g by pressing parts of the

inhaler, manoeuvring levers and the like, the breath activated

inhalers am triggered by the inhalation. This provides a more reliable

-13-
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dose delivery to the patient because the patient no longer has to time

the inhalation with physical activation of the inhaler.

A drawback with these breath activated inhalers is unlntentions* or

accidental activation of the inhaler, especially by children. A child

often registers the activities of the adults and tries to do the same

thing as them. If for example a parent uses an inhaler to inhale

medicament, it is very likely that the child finds that interesting sod

would like to do the same. If the inhaler ia then left within the child's

reach it is likely that it would try to inhale. The inhaler would then be

triggered to deliver a dose of medicament which the child

unintentionally could inhale Since these medicaments sometimes are

quite potent, or even lethal, there is a risk that the child win suffer

from poisoning which could lead to serious i

According to yet another aspect of this technical area, inhalers for

inhaling medicament comprise a body containing a supply of

medicament, an air passage and a mouthpiece in contact with the air

passage, wherein, upon use. the patient puts the mouthpiece in his

mouth whereby ametered dose ofmedicament to dispensed in the air

t and *r>h*l*'*< by the pstlmt.

25 thatia

inhaler.

is grneraJly a piece of pipe, dther circular in

to correspond to the patients mouth,

to, and protrudes from, the body of the

in order to protect the mouthpiece when the inhaler Is not in use, the

inhaler to arranged with a protective cover or the like. In the simplest

cases, the protective cover to a kind of capsule that can be pressed

over the mouthpiece and is held in place by friction or snap-fit. a
drawback with the capsule is that it Is very easy to drop or box it.

13

Most recent inhalers are provided with a protective cover in the form

of a lid prvwabh* arranged to the body ofan inhaler. The Bd to

designed such that when in a protecting position, it encloses the

5 mouthpiece protruding from the body, and when the inhaler to to be

used, the bd a swung away so as to provide free access to the

mouthpiece. With this design the protective means can not be

dropped or lost since it is attached to the inhaler.

10 The general problem with the above inhalers is that the mouthpiece is

fixedly attached to the inhaler body, making them rather bulky. A

general desire from users to that the inhaler should be as small as

possible so that it could be stored away conveniently when not in

use, for example in the breast pocket or the like. This ia not really the

IS case with the prevent designs. Another desire from the users is that

the inhaler should be easy to uae In general and spcdfkaPy easy and

quick to activate as to inhale a dose. The activation of the inhaler

may be critical if the patient suffers from a sudden reduction of the

respiratory function. The inhaler must then be ready to use almost at

20 an instant.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP THE INVENTION

The purpose ofthe invention is to provide an inhaler, without the

t problems. This aim to solved by the
j

; by rlatm 1.

The primary advantage of the present invention as compared to

known Inhalers Is that the begmttingand termination, iei

and deactivation, to controlled by the patient's inhaledon and not the

device, since the start of the inhalation activates the Inhaler to deliver

Lu dose and the end of the mhalauon deactivates the fatiuuer. i e

closes and refills/recharges it. This in fact increases the inhalation

-IS-
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Quality in that the cod of the inhalation mums the canister to its

decompressed petition, during which return the metered dose
chamber is refined . This ensues refflling/rceharging of the chamber
when the canister is held in a vertical position wU1i the metered dose

5 Chimiberfccirif dorowanhvlr. »irtualfr impc«ih!e to ha»e an
Improper reiming/rcchsrging of the chamber when the canister has a
low Isrd of medicament, thua ensuring that a correct fin and net
propefiant gas enters the chamber. The inhaler could with the
present invention be regarded as breath operated rather than breath

10 activated, as with known inhalers, because both start and end of
mhahuwa activate* the inhaler.

A general aspect of the principle function of the breath e^exated
device is that it consists of two main parts movable relative to the

13 inhaler body. One of these ta aflectcd bym actuating Or firing force

from for example a spring, the first pan b detachahh' attached to a
fixed part of the inhaler, whereby the actuating force is 'charged".

The second part aeta on a medicament deirrertng canister and is

detachabiy attached to the first fjert When the first part b released

30 from the inhaler body, due to start of inhalation, h is moved by the
actuating force, whereby also the second part is moved due to the
attachment to the first part and the canister is depressed and a dose
of medicament b delivered.

25 Upon end of inhalation, the second pert b released whereby also the
canister b released and returns to its undepressed state

What b obtained b thus a fiw*h«ii«rr eantsining refativeiy few
components and la capable of activating and deactivating the canister

30 in response to begin and end of inhalation.

With the use foroc transmission means between the activating

member, such as the flap or vane, and the actuating member, such

13

as the compression spring capable af depressing the canister, a

design with a tow level of farce b ohrarnrrl in order to activate and

deactivate the device. This ensures that patients with low physical

capacities are able to activate the device. Thb b also an advantage in

3 connection with the new gas propeDants that due ta environmental

aspects arc to be changed from CFC ta HPA. The HPA propefiants

require a much higher farce in order to activate the ran burr ta deliver

its doae. The device according to the invention b able of managing

these higher farces without a deteriorated or reduced functionality

10 wrf h*nAVnj pf tfr- fritfffr fry th» USCT StmtllrHr^

inhalers.

Further, with the invention itb possible in a convenient way to

monitor if the patient has received the medicament in an appropriate

IS way, by including not only dosags counters but abo means far

measuring the inhalation time, i e the time the <-—*<t has been

open during delivery ofa dose. Thb b easily obtained because

activation and deactivation are triggered by the inhalation. Thus a

measurement of the inhalation time can then be used to evaluate if

30 the patient has received a dose and has been abb to inhale the dose

property into the respiratory tract-

According to another aspect of the present invention the aim of the

present invention b to obtain a reliable, predictable and repeatable

25 activation of the device far delivering medicament.

Thb aim b solved by the present invention characterised by claim 10.

The benefit of the present Invention b that repcatabb and predictable

30 handling characteristics, like for example doac-to-dose equivalence, b
obtained without the need far very fine, and thus costly, tolerance

demands on the components.

-17-
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With the present invention, the dimenriorting of the force

requirements b facilitated because the energy system b divided in

two distinct parts, wherein the parts, when the device b non-

activated, are m no physical contact with each other. The part

coHiprismg the actuating means and transmission b designed so that

the actuating means may be released with reasonable demands on

design, tolerances and the like, thus storing a certain variation in

fame requirements. The Other part of the energy system b designed

and dimensioned such that it b activated at a certain predetamined

and repcatabb farce level, and that the farce available always b
above the force range required for releasing the t

i of the division, it b not necessary to take care of the

15 variations through the entire system, but instead merely have to

calibrate the activating port of the system Because thb part rnostry

contains rather tew components, it b accessary to design and

calibrate only the activating means and the release means so that the

activating meant b activated at a predetermined force.

20

When designing thb part it b abo only necessary to take into

account the range within which the forces required for releasing the

actuating means vrfl] vary and to ensure that the force available for

releasing the actuating means b substantially above thb area. In thb

25 way it b ensured that the device will be activated at a certain

prrdttermmcd external force level, and that the activation ensures a

release of the i

It b a further object of the present tnvenUoa to provide a device for

» the sbore mentioned type of inhalers which reduces the risk of

1 triggering of the inhaler.

Thb object b obtained according to i

characterized by claim 22.

3 With a device weeorriing to the invention, the

as far trample a plate or a flap, or a member of the

such as a prrotaDy arranged linkage, or r*»™hm«Krm« of several

pbotabhr arranged members, b held substantially stationary when

the inhaler b subjected to sudden movements, but b activated, or

10 moved, during Inhalation. Thb prevents unintentional activation of

the inhaler because of forces acting on, and toying to pivot, a

of the

Preferably the member of the movement i

IS regards to forces exerted on the inhaler so that the point of

momentum of the member b arranged at or near Us pivoting axis.

Thb wfil prevent the member from being pivoted because of

acceleration or retardation. With a device according to the invention,

external forces on the inhaler wiD rjot trigger mc brcath^ctivair^

30 device as essuy as with known inhalers of thb type when the tn^pW
b in a ready-to-use state.

designed as a pbotable pfate-like Rap, a balancing means which has

a moment substantially equal to the moment of the flap b arranged

on the opposite aide of the pivoting point. The balancing means then

balances the flap so that it b held stationary when the inhaler b
subject to externa] farces in a very simple but yet efiective way

Yet s further aim of the present invention b to allow far an inhaler to

accommodate far eUQcrcncca in toiersoce wViths ofcctfUainers with

s and provide a reliable function and predictable <

-20-
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of the doacs delivered. Preferably the inhaler

for different

This tan is achieved with a device sccording Co daim 35.

With a device according to rbe invention the function of the inhaler La

no longer influenced by the tolerance width variations of container

and inhaler, whfcn means that predictable doae-owlose equiyalence

Is obtained.

The bloclring of the auxiliary sir passage may be obtained in many

different weya,lbroatfnple by the finger or band of the user, by flap*

' or lids or the like.

5 Preferably, the openings are arranged such on the inhaler, and/or

here such airra, that aaiy an adult la able of htockmg the openings in

order to activate the activating t

Purttw it increases the robusto^s sn^

Inhaler, ta particular the activating mean* £or delivering dose*, sine

this no longer has to be over-dimensioned, such ss springs, fevers,

attachments and the like, as the activating means no longer has Co

deal with the problem

Also a Anther aim of the present Invention is to avoid the above

mentioned problems concerning untatentkmal/ecadental activation

of breath activated inhalers.

This shn is obtained by a derice according to claim 33.

The advantage of the invention over prior art is that when Che safety

means a not operated, airy unintentional inhalation through the

inhaler wiU not affrrt the activating mean*. Since the activating

means is triggered by the air Sow through the inhaler during

inhalation, a manipulation of this air flow preventing the activating

means to be untotmtionally activated provides an easy and reliable

safety device.

10
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It is to be noted that the present invention may be used with all

breath activated or breath controlled inhalers, regardless of type of

mrdtramm t.

According to a further aspect of the Invention, the purpose of the

present mvennon is to provide a rmAillvfjiece without the above

problems. Thia is •otved according to claim 33.

With a device aocordmg to the invention, several advantages are

obtained. Due to that the mouthpiece is arranged inside the inhaler

body when not in use, the size of the fathslrr can be made smaller

and also a much smoother shape can be obtained since there are no

protruding parts. When the inhaler is to be used, it is activated

whereby the mouthpiece is moved somewhat outside the body so as

to enable the user to Inhale through it

Preferably the "^^^t comprises a protective cover which protects the

mouthpiece when not in use, and keeps the mouthpiece in place.

Preferably also, the mouthpiece is arranged with mean* tor rdeaaabry

holding the mouthpiece in place in the activated position in a well*

defined position relative the body.

When the protective cover/lid is arranged to an activating i

whkh sets the inhaler ready tor a subsequent dose, by refilling dose

-21- -22-
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i and placing the activating mechanism of the inhaler in

• ready state, the inhaler is 'charged* after a dose has been delivered
to the patent. This means that the inhaler is ready to use instantly

without any further actions than to open the inhaler, which is of

?m|iii^»w^ during critical medicating.

Further aspects ofand advantages with the present invention win

become apparent from the detailed description of embodiments of the

invention and from the patent derma.

BXBP DESCRIPTION OP THE DRAWINGS
In the following description of several erabodirTimti of the Invention,'

reference wQl be made to the drawings, of which:

Pig*. 1-4 ehow achematieafly the bask: function ofan actuating

mechanism assembry comprised in the present invention.

Pigs. 5-7 show diflerent variant* of the basic function according to

Fig*.M,

Pig. B shows a aide view of the upper part of an inhaler

comprising a device according to a first feature of the Invention,

Pig. 9 is a cross section taken along the line DC-DC of Pig. 8,

Pig, 10 is a view similar to Pig. 9 but not in cross section and with

Kg. 11 shows a croas aection taken along line X3-X1 of Tig. 10,

Pig 12 is a perspective view of the device according to the

invention,

Pig, 13 is a similar view as in Pig 13 but rotated 90-,

Pig. 14 shows an example of a second feature of the present

invention a side vfew in croas*section of an inhaler comprising the

present invention, and

Pig IS shows a detailed view of a transmission and locking

I to the invention,

10
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Pig 16 shows a croas-sectional view taken along line XVI-XVI of

Pig 15

Pig 17 showa a side view in cross-section ofan inhaler

comprising a third feature of the present invention.

Pig 18 shcwadetsiledperspeclh^iievr.pa

breath-activated component according to the invention balanced to

two axes and comprised in the tnhflW of Pig. 17,

Pig. 19 shows the component of Fig. 18 from the side,

shows a detailed perspective view of a flap comprised in a>

danced ta one axis.

Fig. 21 shows a plan view of the flap of Pig. 20,

Ftg23 shows a aide view of the flap of Fig- 20.

Fig 23 shows a detailed view of another use of the present

Fig 20

Fig.24 shows a detailed view of a further use of the

inventson.

Fig. 23 ia a detailed view of a pert of an inhaler carrmriaing the

i to a fourth feature of the present invention to a non-

20 Fig. 24 is the same view as Fig 23 with the device to an active

position, and

Pig. 37 is the same view as Fig. 23 with the device to another

active posioon.

Pig 28 shows a side view in cross-sccnoo ofan inhaler far

2) seroacJ-driven cocdicament with a device according to s fifth feature

of the invention.

Pig. 29 shows a part view in crea*-aection ofan inhak* *w powder

Diedicament with a device according to the fifth feature of the

30 Pig.30 is a detailed view of a part of an Inhaler to i

with a first embodiment of a sixth feature of the invention,

P1g.31 is a detailed view of a part of an inhaler ta

-23- -2S-
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with « second embodiment of the sixth feature of the invention.

Fig. 33*35 thews the function of the first embodiment.

Fig. 36-38 shows the function of the second embodiment.

Pig. 39 shows an example in connection with «n inhaler far

aerosol driven Quid medicament*, and

Fig. 40 thows a example of ft mouthpiece exxcrdmg to the

invention and a spray bead as a unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OP THE (NVENTIOlf

The diflerent features of the present invention will be described in

detail and with reference to the drawings. In connection to the

detailed description, use is made of "verticaT and "horizontaT to

define directions of different components. It is to be understood that

these directions refer to a position of the inhaler when it is used, to

define the relationships between components of the embodiment

described, and ihould not be regarded as limiting the invention.

with a valve assembly, which assembly is

C is pushed upwards fa) the figures by a

ibfy, causing a rantstrr force CP.

perse. The

of the

When the inhaler is activated, in which a patient Inhales, the first

locking mrans LU 1 is moved out ofengagement with the {faced part P

whereby the actuating force AP forces the shuttle 8 downwards. Fig.

3. Because the canister actuator GA is locked to the shuttle 3 by the

second locking means LaQ it is also pushed downwards against the

force CP of the canister valve assembly, thereby depressing the

canister so that a metered dose of medicament is i

the

the

to

When p*tf"H ttTrmpf^rv the tockfog nwm
LM2 is activated and rekaaev the canister actuator CA,

IS canister returns to its undepressed state and subsequently

The general principle and function of the breath operated device

according to the first aspect of the invention is shown schematically

20 in Pigs. 1-4. Here one part P is fixed in relation to (he inhaler. In fact

it could for example be the inhaler bousing or the fike. A second part,

hereafter named shuttle 3 is movablem relation to the fired port P.

Further, an actuating or firing fares AP. from for example a spring, is

. acting on the shuttle S. When the inhnlrr is in a ready-to-uac state,

25 Pig. 1, the actuating force is 'charged* and the shuttle is held in the

charged position in relation to the fixed part by a first movable

locking means LM1. A third port, hereafter named canister actuator.

CA is also movable in relation to the fixed part P and releasahly

attached to the shuttle S by s second movable tocldng mearra LM2.

30 The canister actuator is arranged ao that it la connected to the

bottom of a canister C. which canister C in an inhaler is arranged so

that its bottom ia feeing upwards and that its other end is provided

»

When the inhaler la to be charged and ready for use, the shuttle S ia

moved upwards, for emmplc by the patient, whereby the two locking

means Lid 1, LM2 engage and hold the device in its ready-to-use

state.

It is to be understood that the locking means may be arranged in

diflerent ways in order to obtain the desired function between the

parts. Pigs, 5-7 show different arrangements. Thus the locking mean*

could bo arranged as pulling or pushing elements in order to achieve

the desired function. The different elements could far example be

designed as shuttles, tubular elements arranged inside each other

and the like. Further, since the inhaler is breath-operated, there are

requirements that the forces needed to release the tocldng means are

quite tow in order to ensure that even patients with weak respiratory

capacities arc capable of activating the inhaler and iccdving a doae of

-25-
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medicament. In that respect, the device is arranged with force

tjsnsmiaston means which enable a relatively tow force to release the

locking means, which in turn hold a rather i

Examples of such force i

An trample of an inhaling device according present invention in

connection to the first feature is shown in the figures 8- 13. The

rnhsbng device 10 is arranged in an inhaler, comprising a housing, in

the embodiment shown in two detachable parts, where the upper port

is shown in Pigs. 8-9. The upper part is arranged with a

bolder/chamber 18 for a metered dose aerosol container 30. hereafter

i per Be and not shown for clarity, contains the

medicament. It Is further provided with a valve assembly In the

canister comprising a valve stem, which normally ia urged

downwardly by a compressed spring. The valve assembly further

includes a small compartment or chamber in the canister, which

chsmhrr defines the metered doae to be inhaled. The valve stem ia

provided with to- and outlets for filling the metered dose rhsmhrr

with medicament and delivering the metered dose depending on the

position of the stem in the valve assembly , as will be described in

detail betow.

The tower end of the valve stem is attached to, and supported by, a

nozzle, which ia turn Is in communication with a mouthpiece. An air

flow passage, not shown, is arranged from an opening on the cop of

the housing to the mouthpiece arranged on the housing near the

To the upper part of the i

named pressure plate 34, is arranged, abutting the bottom of the

10
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canister. The pressure plate is arranged to a cylindrical body 36

movahry arranged in the vertical direction around a support shaft 37.

The tower part of the cylindrical body is arranged with an inwardly

projecting ledge 38. A compression spring {not shown) is arranged

around the support shaft between the ledge and a fixed upper

abutment 40.

The inhaler further comprises an actuator mechanism assembly. It

comprises a flop 42 or vane. Fig, 9, prvotabry arranged in a passage

43 in the inhaler. As shows in Figs, 13 and 13, a first arm 44.

prrot&bh/ is arranged with its upper end to a cylindrical shuttle 46.

The arm 44 rests with its tower end an the flap or vase adjacent its

pivoting point 47, Pig. 9. The ofauttlc is nwvahly arranged around the

cylindrical body, whereby the upper part of the shuttle to engaging a

projection 48 on the outer surface of the cylindrical body. On the first

shuttle two rotatabie h«H tr>g means SO are arranged, Ftg> 13.

Between these a first fork-like member 52 is arranged. The fork-like

member 33 frawprf with recesses 53 for receiving the holding

means, as will be explained below. A pin 54 protruding from the

cylindrical body, Fig 11, is held between the forks of the farx-lDce

The shuttle ia further provided with a second arm 56, i

paraOel to the first arm. The aecood arm b sbxstw than the fim arm.

the reason ofwhich will be explained 1

On the opposite side of the shuttle a second set of rotatabie holding

members 58 are arranged. Fig. 12. Between these a fork-like member

60 is arranged, which is attached to the cylindrical body. The fork-

like "^h—• has projections 62 on which the holding means rest and

thereby holds the fork-like member in position. Between the forks of

the fork-like member a protrusion 64 is arranged, which Is attached

•27-



on tbs fork-tiketo the pressure plus 34. Seme distance

member, recesses 66 are cut out

The function of the device is as follow*. The i

fiOed with medicament to a known bunion. The shuttle has been

pushed upwards by * return means so that the first arm 44 rests on

the flsp or vane 42. The return means comprises an aim TO

extending downward*, and connected to far rraropfo s protective

r for a mouthpiece. The upper part of the return means is

10 designed iff i ring Ti mrrraunding the cylindrical body 36. Detween

the ring end the shuttle a spring is arranged (not shown). Preferably

the return means is activated when the cover is dosed after use. thus

activating the inhaler before the subsecjucnt use.

IS When a user begins to Inhale through the mcanhpiece, the flap *2 .

arranged in the air conduit adjacent the air intake, is pivoted inwards

by the pressure difference created on both tides of the Cap. Due to

the pivoting movement, the first arm 44 is pushed off the resting

position on the Qap or vane. This causes the shuttle 46 to move

20 downwards, whereby the rotatable holding means SO also ere moved

downwards until they reach the recesses 53. Tnto enables ti« forks of

the fork-like member 53 to move away from each other thereby

releasing the pin 54 and thus the cylindrical body. The compression

spring acting on the ledge 38 on the inner surface of the cylindrical

25 body trowr* it and the prewure plate 34 downwards, thereby

depressing the canister. Because the stem of the canister is attached

m the stationary nozzle, the stem is pushed into the metered dose

chamber of the canister, thereby opening the connection between the

dose chamber and the nozzle, The metered dose is delivered through

30 the nozzle and is inbred with the suction air and enter* the

respiratory tract of the patient

IS

30

The downward movement of the shuttle causes (he second arm 56 to

engage with the flap or vane and rest there. When die patient

terminates the inhalation, the flap or vane is pivoted back to its

original position. The pivoting movement causes the second arm to

leave the rest position on the Dap or vane, whereby the shuttle is

moved downwards further. The second set of rotatabte holding means

56 are also moved downward*, thereby permitting the fork* of the

second fork-like m*™*** 60 to move away bum each other and

rekass the pin 64 of the pressure plate, thua also releasing the

pressure plate 34, so that the canister is returned m its undepressed

by the spring of the valve assembly and the communication between

the metered dose chamber and the nozzle is closed.

During the return movement from depressed to undepressed position

of the canister, the metered dose chamber is refilled and ready for the

next dose. It is to be noted that the refilling of be metered dose

chamber ahvays is done when the inhaler and canister are head

vertically, thus ensuring refilling of the metered dose chamber with

i when small amounts of medicament remain to the

The inhaler could also be provided with detection and monitoring

means providing information regarding the inhalation These

RormaDy comprise counters for displaying the number of doses

delivered or the number of doses that remain. With the device

according to the invention, detection means far detecting the

inhalation period may also be included because both the beginning

and end of inhalation activates the device. The inhalation period is

then an indication of the inhalation Quality In the sense thai if the

device registers that a rather abort inhalation has been dene, this is

an indication that the patient has not inhaled the medicament into

•30-
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the tract property. The inhaler could then indicate to the

him aware of this, and to i

The measuring points for the detection means could be any of the

moving part of the device of the tnventfan, such as the flap, the

shuttles, the pressure means, and so forth.

It is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the

embodiment described and shown on the drawings but may be

altered within the scope of Use claims.

For <-""Tu - dte different springs acting in the device may have

different configuration and/ox attachment points in order to obtain

the same function. For example, the pressure means may be a

It is further conceivable Go have other return means than a protective

cover, like for example a button, a sleeve, lever or the like of any kind

and placement. For exempts the upper part of the bousing may be

alidabla In respect to the lower part in a vertical direction far

activating the return means to the described way.

The second feature of the invention will now be described in

connection with drawings 14-16. Figure 14 shows an example of an

fnhtlrr comprising the present invention. The inhaler 210 shown is

r aerosol-driven medicament contained in a canister 212

I inside the housing 214 of the inhaler. A stem 216 of the

canister is seated to a nozzle 218 provided with an outlet directed

towards an inhalation mouthpiece 220.

The inhaler is further provided with breath- sctivating means, which

comprises a flap or vane 222 prvotabfy arranged i

IS

intake 224 and substantially catering the intake when non-activated.

The flap or vans is arranged with a protrusion 226 adjacent its

pivoting point 228. A release means is arranged to the activating

means, comprising an arm 230 which to arranged wim a hook 232 at

S it* upper end, which hookgrip* a ledge 234, to ojm arranged close to

ths protrusion. A compression spring 236 is arranged between the

arm and the housing of the inhaler. The arm extends downward into

a transmission and locking mean* 248.

10 A pressure arm 244 b arranged to contact with the top of the

canister as seen to the figure and prvotabk around a pivoting point

246 fixed to the housing.

The » and locking means 48, Pigs. 15 and 16, comprises

a Grat pivoting locking member 50. prrotablo around an axis 52.

which axis is ftimdh* attached m a stationary p4*t= S3, partly taken

away in Pig. 15 for dariry. The locking mean* to arranged with a

surface 54 inclined with respect to a vertical axis as seen in Fig. 15.

The tower end of the arm 930 Is arranged with a mating inclined

aurtacc 256. The locking member Is provided with an upward* toeing

ledge 258, on which ledge a first transmission member 260, pivotabte

around an axis 281, rests with a recess 262. thus holding the first

transmission member in a substantially homooxal position. The axis

261 ti alto fumfry attached tn eaate 253. A second transmission

member 264, arranged prvotabfy around an axis 266 in a

direction rests with a tower end on the second transmto
'

The second transmission rnember to arranged with an arm 267

r end to bent towards in Fig, 11.

JO The upward facing surface 269 of the arm mates with a ledge

arranged in a groove 271 ofa rnevabk ptote 268. The shaft 266 o^

r is also attached to the piste 253. A
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shuts* 376 b titae-hni to the movable plate 60 rb itnrhmmti 375.

The lower end of the movable plats 268 U arranged with a ledge 370.

Between thb ledge 270and a sedge 373 of the stationary plate 253

are arranged two compression springs 374. An ens 376 is Bached

to the shuttle 268. At the upper end of the sua 376 s book 378 is

arranged. The book grips the fire end of the pressure arm 344. The

transmission ,TV^WVirtg tt** also comprises rritarifr guide means

for the diffe rent components, not shown.

The function is ss fallows. When a pattern inhales through the

mouthpiece 220, a pressure difference is created between the Interior

of the inhaler and the outside, and thus s pressure difference over

the flap or vane 223. The pressure difference causes the flap or vane

to pivot around its pivoting point 228. The pivoting movement causes

the protrusion 226 to push the hook 232 of the arm 230 off the ledge

334 whereby it is forced downwards by the compression spring 236.

The gap between the arm 230 and the locking member 250 provides

an acceleration of the ana and thus a certain dynamical force. This

force provides an additional feature and advantage in designing the

i and the requirements for releasing the locking member.

The downward movement of the arm 230 of the release means, due to

the spring 236, causes bt to come in contact with its inclined surface

3S6 against the inclined surface 254 of the locking member 250. The

movement and the inr**™^ surfaces causes the IftrMfg member to

pivot dockwise in Pig. IS whereby the ledge 258 of the locking

member is pushed out of contact with the recess 363 of the first

transmission member 260. The first transmission member is thereby

free to turn downwards, whereby the arm 67 of the second

transmission member 264 is moved out of contact with the recess of

the groove 271. This frees the movable plate 268, which is pushed

downwards due to the force of the compression springs 274, whereby
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the shuttle 276 is also moved downwards due to being attached m
the movable plate 268 via the attachments 275. The force of the

compression springs is transmitted to the canister 212 via the

pressure arm 244 and the canister b depressed.

As can be seen m Fig. 15, the connection between on the <

the flap 223 and arm 230. the acdvsrJng means, and on the other

band the locking and transmission means 248, transmitting the

movement and actuating the delivery of the dose, the so caBed

actuating means, is broken in that there is a gap between the arm

230 and the forking member 250. It b thus much earner to design

and balance the activating means so that it b activated due to a

fn&evtxtaiBedpnamm^Bmi^vm rbeOap, and to design the

compression spring 236 so that the force by the arm always is above

a certain force required to trigger the rest of the system.

It b to be understood that the connection between the activating

means and the actuating means is not dependent en an actual gap

between the parts, as shown in the Figures. The parts may well be

i other. The main importance b that the operation of

ina b inftitviw** as little as possible by the

actuating means and that it b ensured that the activating means

always b capable of activating the actuating means upon mhalabon.

Thb approach enables to design the system so lhai care b taken of

the differences in the properties of all components of the

trensmbsion and actuating means in order to hare * rcl^bie.

predictable and rcpeatable activation of the Inhaler.

In respect of the transmission described above, there couM be

or fewer tranamission members present depending on the forces

available for Daggering or unlocking the device and/or forces to be

released. In thb respect the transmission may also be of any

13
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mechanism capable of rxsjisfcrrmg a movement

[
a low force to release a high force.

and capable of

Even though the present invention has been described in ""^^rtiwi
with an aerosol inhaler, it b to be understood that it is equaih'

applicable to other types of inhalers such a* powder and nebulisera,

as well as for nasal inhalers.

Several devices of the present invention may be used in the same
medical dbtributor in sequence, dependent, or independent, of r~~h
other. With dependent is meant that one component b moved to an
end position and thereby triggers a subsequent component. With
independent b meant that one component b moved to an end
position. The subsequent triggering b then performed by external

For example in the above cxampln, a return means could also be
provided with the same function as the above described di^. This
could comprise a second locking and transmission means replacing

the attachments 275 between the movable plate and the shuttle 276.
It comprises a further arm, winch, upon f^ninstifm flf fa^T^trm , b
released by the Oap or vane, whereby ft moves rhe second kicking

means out of locking position. Thb causes the shuttle 276 to be
released from the movable plate 268, whereby the canister b
returned to its non-depressed state by the spring arranged in the

esmbter. Return means arranged to the movable plate 268 win push
it upwards to the initial position, which for example may be done
manually by shutting a hygiene ltd or pushing a button.

As for injectors of the above described type,

to the present mventien may abo be used in

instance one may be "«~-fatfrl with the

devices according
t— 1— ^— svs _ _

mjremr. tor
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penetration, which b often done by pushing the syringe forward in

the housing of the injector. When the syringe b in the forward

position, this triggers the emptying of the syringe. This b done by

springs pushing the plunger into the syringe. When the plunger has

reached the dose end position or bottom and the dose b delivered,

thb triggers a needle retraction or a needle protection to be pushed

forward. There could thus be a wore* ofcomponents or trsnsmissiorts

acting in sequence, where each sequence could make use of the

"broken connection* according to the invention. With the present

invention there b thus easier to take into account and deal with

variations in the characteristics of the components in the chain when

cakruUting the farces required for the reliable function of the t

In the description both force and energy have been used in describing
the present invention. It b to be understood that are equally

applicable. For example releasing the locking means, a certain force

may be applied to the locking means in order to move it out of kicking

position. In the same context, a certain energy may also applied,

which for rrampVr easy comprise the dynamical energy obtained by

the moving i

It b to be understood that the embodiments described above and

shown in the drawings are noo-limiting examples of the present

invention and that it b drfinrrl by die scope of protection of the

23 patent

The third feature of the present Invention will now be described bt

connection with the drawings 17-24. Figure 17 shows an example of

an Inhaler comprising the pmrnt invention. The fnf"ll»T 300 shown

li Intended »>f«ntH^ "«^^'~^' contained in a canister 302

arranged inside the housing 304 of the inhaler. A stem 306 of the

b seated in a nozsb 308 provided with an outlet i
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toward aa mhalation mouthpiece 310. Pressure means 313 is

arranged in contart vim the top of me canister as seen m the figure.

The pressure means comprises a piston 3 14 and a pressure plate

316. Compression springs 318 arc arranged between the pressure

plate and the housing. Actuating means 320 are arranged in

connection with the pressure plate far holding it m a position where
the compression springs are tensicned. The actuating means further

comprise levers and shuttles.

Pig. 18 shows a detaflofa component 323 of a breath- activated

inhaler. The component comprises an air intake passage 324 .

through which air flows during inhalation. In the air intake a flap a
vane 326 is arranged pfretaUy around a pivot axis 326. Spring

means (not shown) urges the pivot upwards in Fig. 18 against the

interior wall of the air intake. In this position the flap or vane

subnantiafly blocks the air intake passage. The part of the vane

opposite the pivoting axis is connected to the actuating means 320.

The general function of the component is that during inhalation, a
pressure difference is created between the interior and the exterior of

the inhaler bousing 304. This pressure difference causes the flap or

vane 328 to pivot around the pivoting axis 338 against its spring

mesns ao that the sir mtsJce open* and *n air Dow U craned. The

pivoting movement of the flap or vane triggers the actuating means so

that me hold of the pressure plate 316 is released whereby the

springs 318 depresses the canister 302. In turn the stem 306 b
pushed tats the camster whereby s dose ofm^t^.^,^ is delivered

through the mouthpiece 310.

The flap er vane is arranged with balancing means 332. In the

embodiment shown in Pigs. 18 and 19 it comprises a weight arranged

on the opposite side of the pivoting point in relation to the flap or

35
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vane. The centre of mass 334 of the weight is arranged in the i

plane as the centre ofmass 336 of the flap or vane and the pivoting

point. The weight of the balancing means is chosen such that the

weight times the distance to the pivoting point equals the weight of

the flap or vane times the distance between hs centre of weight and

the pivoting post. Won this arrangement the Cap or vane is balanced

as regards external forces exerted on the inhaler in that the resulting

moment on both sides of the pivoting point is the same. Since the

centre* ofmass are placed in the same plane as the pivoting point the

flap or vane wffi be balanced for external forces in all directions.

Figs. 20-22 show an embodiment where the flap or vane 326 is not

balanced m aD directions Here the weight 332 is placed somewhat

below the pivoting point and the flap or vane. Here the centres of

mass 336 of the Sap or vane and the balancing means 334 and the

pivoting point 16 will not be arranged in the same plane. Here the

flap or' vane wiD be substantially balanced along the line 338

intersecting the pivoting poin t and the resulting centre of i

This configuration may be due to the ignited space available in the

inhaler. The resulting centre of mass 336 will thus not coincide with

the pivoting point of the Qap or vane but with the line 338. It is

however arranged loch that the flap or vans is balanced for forces

exerted en the inhaler in selected directions. For example with an

aerosol inhaler it is recommended that it is shaken before use so that

the medicament inside the canister is property suspended. Depending

on design of the inhaler, Le. how U is held, it is shaken in certain

directions. The inhaler shown in Fig. 17 will be shaken substantially

in the vertical direction as shown by arrows 330. The flap or vane is

then substantially balanced with respect to those directions.

Fig. 23 shows another use of the present invention. For i

inhalers it is important that the inhalation forces are kept low,

making it necessary to have the actuating means respond to these

tow forces. On the other hand the depression forces need to be rather

5 high in order to be capable of overcoming the farces for depressing

the canister. Therefore, it Is necessary with some kind of

transmission mechanism which *"ipt'firT (be movement from the

flap or vane to the compression springs. Fig. 23 shows one example

of how the Erst link of the transmission compriaa s lever 350

10 pivoubly arranged.

The lever is connected to the flap or vane 326 via a piston 332. A
econd arm 354 or krrcr is connected to the lever via a ledge 356. The

tiantrmrrinn 358 comprises further arms, levers, pistons, shuttles

15 and the like in order to transmit and transfer the movement to a

holding means 360 holding the pressure plate 316 against the force

of the compression springs 3 18. When a patient inhales, the flap 326

a prroted around its pivoting axis whereby the fasten 352 is pushed

downwards. The piston pivots the lever 350 whereby the arm 354

20 d isconnects (Torn the ledge. The movement is transferred through the

transmission until the MTh?t
»b means 360 releases the pressure

plate. Because very small forces are nn-l—l. and «i'ilml. fa order »
phot the fever, it is balanced against external forces Sfcording to the

invention. A weight 163 is arranged on the opposite skVc of the

25 pivoting point and chosen such that the resulting centre of mass of

the weight an the lever coincides with the prvoting point 364, whereby

the lever is balanced against directed farces, far rrsmpie vertically as

i in Fig. 23.

Fig. 34 shows a detailed view of a locking and release means 366 for

a breath activated inhaler. It compnses a Srst prvoting member 360

pivotabie around an axis. The first member is arranged with a I
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370 inclined with respect to a vertical axis. The lower end of an arm

372 arranged to a breath activated member, not shown, is arranged

with a mating inclined surface 374. The first member is provided with

an upwards facing ledge 376, on which ledge a second pivotabie

member 378 rests with a recess 360, thus holding the second

member in a substantially horizontal position. A third member 383,

arranged etidahty in a vertical direction rests with a lower end on the

second member. The third member is attarhfrt to a holding member,

which holds for example pressure springs arranged to a canister of

an inhaler in an energised, tenskuwd state. As soon as the arm 373

is moved downward, whereby the subsequent members are brought

out of contact with each other, the canister is depressed by the force

of the springs, m order for the inhaler net to be activated try sudden

forces, the first member 368 is balanced so that ita centre of mass is

placed in the pivoting point of the member.

Even though the present invention has been described in connection

vdth an aerosol inhaler, it is to be understood that it is equafly

applicable to other types of inhalers such aa powder and nebulisers,

as wcD as for nasal inhaler* working with the asm20

It ta to be understood that the present invention may he used far

balancing statical aa well as dynamics] forces, i e predetermined

J ' .if' _ f J I ^it.i il 1 *
i I T 1 1 i nf iiiim, in, illuubbuoai of movement, non-preoctermxneo oirccoons w iw^uacDi

25 as well as movements in several pianes.

Even though the invention has been explained in connection with a

ba lancing means arranged to the flap and lever of the transmission

mechanism, it is to be understood thst the principles of the invention

30 rosy be utilised far other components of an inhaler which arc

prvotahh' arranged.



In this context it a to be understood that the wonting "prtotaWy* may

be members balancing on an edge, or that the shaft oo which a

pi»oting member fa arranged is smaller than :he hate, so that there fa

one tprrific contact point, pivoting point, between the shaft and the

J hole.

The fourth feature of the present invention wGj new be described in

i with figure* 25-77. In the drawings parts of an inhaler for

iiidirmrrtcnt with broth-activated dose-delivering

10 means is shown. The medicament and the aerosol as propcBant i

i a canister 410 where the upper part is shown in the

IS

In a conventions) manner, the canister fa arranged with a i

containing a passage at its lower part. The stem protrudes inside the

canister, and when the canister fa depressed a dose ofmedicament is

delivered through the pas—ge of the stem. Also in a conventional

manner, the stem communicates with an Inhalation opening, through

which the dose fa delivered. These parts arc rax relevant to the

invention and are therefor not shown for the sake of clarity.

A depressing means fa arranged at the upper part of the canister. In

the embodiment shown it comprises a pivotafly arranged lever 412

with a portion thai is curved downwards somewhat corresponding to

the concave shape of the canister end waft At the opposite end to the

pivotal point 4 14 of the lever, a depression means fa arranged,

comprising a compression spring (not shown) attached via an arm 16

to the end of the lever.

Above the spring means, an activating means fa arranged comprising

a Cap 426 proudly arranged in the inhalerm an sir passage 428

communicating with the exterior of the inhaler. The shape of the Cap
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and the passage is such that the flap substantially doses the
i

when Ufa in its uppermost position. Pig. 25. The flap fa connected to

the depression meana.

When a patient inhales in order to receive a dose of medicament, the

inhahmcn causes 4 pressure diffrf^* between the interior of the

inhaler and the exterior. This pressure difference causes the flap 246

to pivot and the passage 428 to open so that an air Qow fa created.

The pivoting movement of the flap acts on the depression means so

that the compression spring pulls the arm 416 downwards whereby

the lever 412 fa pivoted downwards. The pivoting force depresses the

• 4 10 so that a dose of medicament fa delivered.

An adjustment meana 440 according to the invention is also arranged

in the inhaler. It comprises s generally L-shaped mtmhrr 442

arranged in a compartment 444 and movable m a vertical direction.

The tower branch of the L-shaped member protrudes somewhat over

the end wall of the canister. The lever 4 12 fa prwtaily arranged to the

lower branch of the L-shaped member adjacent the intersection point

with the upper branch, A vertically acting compression spring 446 is

arranged between the inhaler housing and the lower branch of the L-

shaped member, where the contact point 448 of the spring fa

somewhat closer to the canister than the pivoting point 4 14 of the

lever. The upper branch of the L-shaped member fa provided with a

number of teeth 430 arranged on the surface feeing inwards. The

opposite surface of the compartment fa provided with a number of

corresponding teeth 452.

When a csniwrr fa inserted in the inhaler, the end wall will come In

contact with the tower branch of the L-ahaped member 442. thereby

pushing h upwards somewhat against the force of the compression

spring 446. Because the contact point 454 between the L-shaped

-41- -42-
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member and the canister is further out on the tower branch of the L-

shsped member than the contact pe<ht 44B of the compression

spring, the L-shaped member will be tilted somewhat outwards in Fig.

25 when the member fa moved upwards by the insertion of the

canister. Because of the tilting. the teeth of the upper branch and the

compartment are not in contact with each other, Pig 25.

When the lever is activated upon inhalation, the upwards directed

reaction force on the lever at Its pivoting point 4 14 wm cause the L-

to pivot around the contact point 448 of the

I
and the teeth of the upper branch of the L-

shaped member and the teeth of the compartment to engage with

each other, thereby fixating the vertical position of the member and
in turn the position of the pivoting point of the fever. Fig 26. The
adjusting of the pivoting point of die lever by using the end of the

canister aa a ^reference point* ensures a constant and reliable

relation between the two with more or toss the same angle of the lever

in relation to the canister end wall, regardless ofdifferences in

tolerances of the different components, i e the canister, the inhaler or

both. Pig, 27. With the device according to the invention variations in

the order of 10-20% of the length to* the lever can readily be handled.

It is to be understood that although the adjusting member is shown
with an L-shape where the branch with teeth is feeing upwards, thfe

member could be facing downwards with the teeth on the other side

cf the branch and corresponding teeth on an opposite surface.

Further, other configurations of the t~-™>t are conceivable for

I
the same function of the height adjustment Also fixating

I other than teeth could be used.

with the

ssa

la this context it fa conceivable to have an adjusting

; function, and also using the end wall of the
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reference together with the spring means. If the spring means also fa

adjustable in height, the adjustment span could accommodate for

canisters with larger differences in sfae than tolerance differences.

A fifth feature of the present invention will now be described in

connection with figures 28-29. Fig 28 shows, as an erampfe, an

inhaler for aerosol-driven medicament which may utilise the present

invention. The inhaler comprises a housing 510 with an opening 513

intended for inhalation of a dose of medicament. Inside the housing is

arranged a canister 514 containing the medicament and aerosol as

propelfent. The canister is provided with dose deliray mechanism

comprising a spring-loaded stem 516. The stem fa provided with a

passage **t»rw4t*.g into the canister. The stem/tower part of the

is supported by a holding/fixating device 318.

At the opposite end of the canister stem,-an activating means 520 is

arranged. It comprise s in the embodiment shown a spring 522 with

one end pressing on the canister and the other end supported by a

holder 524.

The activating means further comprises an air inlet 526 arranged In

the jointer and a fl»p 528 pivo

t

ally arranged adjacent the air

intake. When the Cap fa in a rearing, inactivated, position, it covers

Che air Intake. Arranged in contact with the flap is a holding means

530, which in the embodiment shown comprises an elongated arm

extending »inng«M» r>>~ «tm«ht side. The arm fa at ha tower end

arranged with a ledge 532. When in a resting position, the arm and

the ledge holds the canister in an inactivated position against the

force of the spring The interior of the inhaler, from the inhalation

opening to the air intake forma an air
|

-43-
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The inhaler further comprises safety meui. It comprises it least

one auxiliary air intake 534 arranged to cammunfcatt with the

inhaler air passage, forming an auxiliary air passage with the

inhalation opening, where the intake is positioned between the

inhalation opening and the Dap/main air intake. Further auxiliary air

intakes 536 are shown with broken tines.

In normal use of die inhaler, without the safety means, the start of

«n inhalation through the inhalation opening causes a pressure

difference between the interior and the exterior of the inhaler. This

pressure difference causes the flap to pivot, thereby causing an air

flow through the inhaler from the air intake to the i«K«i«»«n

opening The pirating movement of the Qap acts on the elongated arm

so that the arm is swung away somewhat from the canister. This

causes the ledge to release the canister from its inactivated position.

The force of the spring causes die canister to depress whereby the

stem b pressed into the canister and a dose is delivered to the

inhalation opening, which dose is inhaled by the
]

When the safety device according to the invention is used with the

inhaler and the auxiliary air intake is closed, the function Is aa

If on the other hand someone tries to inhale without dosing the

auxiliary air intake, an air flow p»M*r is created from the auxiliary

sir intake to the inhalation opening, thereby preventing a build-up of

a pressure difference inside the inhaler. Because no pressure

: is created, the flap will not be affected by the inhalation.

Fig. 39 shows another example of an inhaler where the present

invention is utilised. The inhaler shown is intended for medicament

in powder farm. The inhaler comprises a housing 540, At one end of
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the housing a

Toe

542 with an inhalation opening 544 Is

can be protected by a protective cover 546.

Arranged inside the opening is a means for enabling access to

medicament. The means comprises an elongated body 546 with a

passage through its length, hereai*er ruined outlet passage. One end

550, the one facing inwards, is arranged with sharpened edges. The

elongated body is auoahly supported in a hole in the opening,

whereby the other end of the elrmgnreri body is arranged in the

opening An activating means is arranged to the dongafrd body,

comprising an air intake 552, a flap 554 ptvotally arranged adjacent

the ab* intake and a mTThsntTm AeT\ET'*1 *" **" able of moving

the elongated body inwards when the flap b opened.

Further inside the inhaler and the elongated body a wheel 558 is

rotatably arranged. The wheel is arranged with a plurality of race:

560 and means for rotating the wheel to different positions.

t is packaged En blisters, where each blister enclosure

of medicament. The blister enclosures are placed

The

ofloteios one

in the

The inhaler further comprises a safety means. It comprises at least

one auxiliary air intake 580 arranged to rmrrmtnirate with the

inhaler interior, forming an auxiliary air passage with the Inhalation

opening.

During normal use, without the device according to the invention, the

inhalation causes a pressure difference between the interior and the

exterior of the Inhaler. This pressure difference causes the dap 554 to

open and an air flow to be created through the air intake 552 and the

i of the elongated body 546. The nwement of the flapi

-45.
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the activating means to move the Hongntrd body forward so that its

pointed end penetrates the blister enclosure whereby a p»««<tgr

between the interior of the enclosure and the inhalation opening is

created so that medicament is inhaled.

When the safety device according » the invention is used with the

inhaler and the auxiliary air intake S80 is closed, the function is as

described above.

yon the other hand someone tries to inhale without closing the

auxiliary air intake, an air flow passage Is created from the auxiliary

air intake 580 through passage of the <-'""cr'H body to the

inhalation opening, thereby preventing a build-up of a pressure

difference inside the inhaler. Because no pressure difference is

, the flap w02 not be affected by the inhalation.

to this cenrrrt it is to be understood that the auxiliary air intake may
be closed or blocked by the fingers of the patient or by a mechanical

mean*. Since the greatest risk of unintentiona] inhalation is from

children, the air intakes should preferably be placed so that a child

cannot close the auxiliary incake without great effort.

There arv several way* of obtaining this. One way is that the sire of

the auxiliary air intake is such that a child's finger cannot block it.

Another way Is thai there are several auxiliary air intakes arranged in

the inhaler housing so that it is difficult for a chud to place several

fingers over all of the intakes. Further the distance between the

intakes could be such that it la impossible for a child's hand to reach

all the Intakes.

If the medicament is of a very potent, task, or even lethal kind, if

inhaled wrongly, the device could be designed such, and with the

45

auxiliary air intakes positioned such that both hands i

order to cover or block aS intake*.

In this context it is to be noted that, if more than one auxiliary air

5 intake is used, the activating means is arranged such that it is only

activated when a pressure drop corresponding to a complete blocking

of ell intakes is reached, i e it shall not be sufficient to block some of

the auxiliary air intakes in order to activate the inhaler. By providing

different number of openings and by arranging these with different

10 configurations, different levels of security* may be obtained with the

present invention.

A shah feature of the present invention wd now be described In

connection with figures 30-40, An inhaler 610 comprising a device

15 61 1 according to the invention consists of a body 612, where only the

lower part ts shown in the drawings, a compartment 614 containing

medicament, an air passsga 616 and an opening 617. The

compartment ia in a known way connected to the air passage 616 for

dispensing of a metered dose ofmedicament to the patient during

20 Inhalation.

The device according to the invention comprises a mouthpiece 18

with a back and a front end 620, 622 in fhnd comrnirrrication with

the air partsgn In the embodiment shown in Figs, 30 and 32-35, the

25 back end 620 is pivotably arranged to an axis 624 inside the body so

that the mouthpiece may be pivoted between a rts^protected

position. Fig. 35, to an activated, ready-m-use position, Fig. 30 and

32. A torsion spring 626 is arranged between the mouthpiece and the

body tor urging the mouthpiece towards the activated position and for

30 holding it in that position.

-*7



A protective cower or txd 628 is pivotably amazed to an axis 630. The

inside of the cover is arranged with a protruding surface 633. When
the inhaler/mouthpiece is activated and ready to use. the mouthpiece

has swung to its protruding, inhalation, position by the torsion

5 spring, thereby the upper side surface of the mouthpiece abuts the

upper edge of the opening 6 17 pushed by the soring

When the patient has inhaled the dose of rnedicament, he doses the

cover by pivoting it The inner surface of the cower then comes in

10 contact with the front end of the mouthpiece, which surface pivots

the mouthpiece into the body, Fig. 33 and 34. When the cower is

completer/ shut, it is held in place by a means (not shown)

thereby holding the mouthpiece in the rest/protected position,

15 Figs. 31 and 36-38 show another embodiment of the trrvenubn, where

the same components have the same reference i

)0

In this embodiment the mouthpiece is arranged alidahk m the body.

The mouthpiece is arranged with protrusions 634 attached to

opposite side of the mouthpiece. The protrusions are slidabh/

arranged in grooves 636 in the body. The inner end of the mouthpiece

is arranged with a downward extending arm 638. A pusher spring

640 is arranged between the mouthpiece and the body. An crylosing

wall 642 b arranged around the mouthpiece. With wis design the

whole interior of the body may act as an sir passage far the inhaling

air, and thus no specific air passage is to be arranged and connected

ts the mouthpiece. The wail also serves as a guide and support far

the mouthpiece.

When the Inhaler b activated, the mouthpiece protrudes through the

opening by the spring and held in this position, while the protrusions

abut the outer ends of the grooves. When the patient has inhaled the
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dose of medicament, he closes the cover by pirating iL The inner

surface of the cover then pushes the mouthpiece whereby it slides in

its kmgjtudinal direction 642 by the protrusions and the groove.

Pig. 39 shows an example of an inhaler far aerosol driven

medicaments with a pivoting mouthpiece . The pivoting point 650 b
placed such that the nozzle 652 in fhnd communication with the

canister 654 b in line with the mouthpiece 618 when it b in the

inhating position. A general desire In this respect b that the pivoting

point Is placed as dose to the canister/nozzle aa possible to minimise

the height of the inhaler, and as far to the protruding aide of the

inhaler/mouthpiece as possible so that the mouthpiece protrudes

such an extent that it b easily placed in the mouth. The pivoting

mouthpiece b also provided with a covering waO 656, which, when

the mouthpiece b in the i«h«Hwg position, covers the interior of the

inhaler, which may comprise other mechanisms far handling the

inhaler. The protective cover/lid may also be arranged with holding

means, not shown, far preventing the mouthpiece to pivot back when

in the inhaling position.

Figure 40 shows a mouthpiece according to the invention wherein the

thpieee and the spray head with nozzle b made as one

i unit. Thb arrangement b convenient when the inhaler as

such b intended far long time use. The mouthpiece and the spray

head often become clogged or smeared with medicament after some

use. Therefore, It b practical (hat they may be removed as a unit for

replacement or cleaning

For the different embodiments, the protective cover/lid may be

opened by pressing or sliding a button, lever or the Uke, and placed

on the inhaler in such a way as to coincide with the ergonomics!

cneutttfans of the user. In order to ensure that the cover b not opened

.50.
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excadentally. It may comprise two burtons or activating points that

hare to pressed or activated at the same time. It is also conceivable

that the protective cover is a sleeve, for aounple sbd&ble in the

kmgjturiinal direction of die inhaler. The sleeve may also be so fang

that it constitutes the major outer lurface of the inhaler, and that the

uacr holds the sleeve when holding the inhaler. The upper part of the

aleevc is open, through which the inhaler body protrudes. By
pressing the upper end of the body downwards, U slides inside the

sleeve, whereby the lower part of the body, comprising the movable

mouthpiece, is arranged below the sleeve, thus exposing the

mouthpiece, and the inhaler b ready to use.

The device can further be provided with ™»«wj far reactivating;

returning and recharging me»na of the inhaler after delivery of a

dose. These means may include placing the mhaler m a ready-to-usc

state, wherein the metered dose cempartmerrt b refilled/recharged,

that the means for delivering a dow:. like pressure springs acting on

an aerosol canister, ere re-terunoned, and the I'Vy , In thb

reference b made to the Swedish patent application No. 9903349-1,

which hereby b incorporated in its entirety. Preferably these means
are activated by the protective cover/lid when it b dosed. Tensioning

of springs and the like b faririhirrd in that the protective cover/lid

may be used as a lever, thereby reducing the faros i

It b to be understood that the invention b not itwiifH to the

embodiments described above and shown on the drawings, but may
be altered within the scope of the parent H«;,n«

In thb respect it b conceivable that the mouthpiece may be pivotabie

around a vertically arranged axfa instead ofa horizontal axis, which

axb may coincide with the outlet of the metered doae compartment.

Thb design has the advantage of requiring less space in that the

49

mouthpiece b swung sideways in and out from the inhaler body, thus

reducing the height of the inhakr. It is also conceivable that the

nvarrhpiece may be fanned by several teleacopicafiy acting pansm
order to obtain the protruding effect.

The moving actkni of the mouthpiece from an activated position to a

protected rest position may also be obtained by other means, such as

cam-shaped ribs or protrusions or some farm of linkage between the

cover and the mouthpiece.

-53-
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THE CLAM DentaiC TM dUDtnON ARE AS K3UOE:

1. Device tor use wifli on Inhaler, the tnheirr comprising a body,

an lend rsrrislTT arranged in said body rantainfrig medicament,

comprising a metered dose chamber and able id dispense a metered

dote of said medicament, a ""-»-'» in Quid TrnTrTnfr^TV»w with said

canister, an opening for dispensing of said medicament in fhdd

cofnffi\ i i^lrartnn with said node, said device compnsfasg (34,

36. 42. 44, 46, 50, S3) for activating said cMuster to open tad

dispense said medicament in response to an airflow in the inhaler

caused by inhalation of a user through said opening, return

(43 46, 56, 58, 60) for deactivating aaid canister to dose it.

e h ar a e t e r i s e d in that said return means deactivates said

i threshold varus.

U
3. Device according to claim 1, c b a r ic t e r i * e d in that said

return means deactivates aaid raniiter in response to ending and/or

(£g^QQ£g^£f$Qfli Of tShstslaftaitOA^*

20 3. Device according to claim lor3, characterised^ that

said activating means comprises £rst spring means, hereafter named

pressure spring means, for moving the canister relative die housing

to vent the metered dose chamber and thai said return means

cornprisc« second spring means, hereafter named return spring

25 means, for moving the canister relative the housing to an unvested

position against the force of the first spring means.

4. Device according co any of the preceding chum*

,

characterisedin that the activating means and return means

30 of the device are operated when the canister is positioned with its

i in 1
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5. Device

metered dose

S 6.

return spring

to claim 4, characterisedin that the

is refilled/recharged during deactivation of the

to claim 3, characterisedin that

of the return means is activated by the user.

Device according to claim 3, c h s i a c i e r i r e d in that said

leans comprises a pressure means (34, 36, 38) in contact

with the bottom of the canister, that the pressure springmeans are

arranged between the pressure means and the housing of the inhaler,

holrirng means (46, 53) for holding said pressure means, thereby

preventing said pressure spring means and pressure means to

i the canister, support means (50) for supporting said hoktmt

i in holding said pressure means, and release /return

mechanism (46, 56. 60} which is activated in response to an airflow

due to inhalation, whereby, upon activation, the support means

releases said spacer means which in turn releases said pressure

* and the canister is depressed.

a. Device according co daim 7. characterisedin that the

return spring means of the return means b arranged to aaid support

means, whereby upon termination ofmhalahon, said release/return

mechanism activates said second spring means to urge said support

i m supporting contact with said spacer means, whereby said

leans urges the pressure means to a position where the

canister is no longer oepressco.

0. Device according to any of the preceding riatms,

30 characterisedin that it comprises detecting/monitoring
means for detecting/ monitoring the time

deactivation of the canister.

-53-
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10. Device for an inhaler according to daim 1 , further comprising

a drug delivery opening (330), compartment (313) containing

mediclunent to be delivered, an energy system comprising actuating

i (344, 374) capable of delivering a dose of medicament from the

mi activating means (223, 236, 230, 236) capable of

activating aaid actuating means, whereupon activation of the device a

force/energy acting on the activating means is transmitted to the

actuating means, wherebya dose of medicament is delivered through

said drug delivery opening, e h a rac te rise d in that aaid energy

system b divided in at least a first and a second energy system, the

first energy system comprising said activating (223, 226) means and

a release means (230, 336), said second energy system comprising

said actuating means (244, 374) and a locking means (350, 260, 264,

268) arranged to the actuating means and capable oftockmg said

actuating means in an energised state, wherein the systems, when

the device Is rjoo-activatcd, are m no physical contact with each

other, and wherein, upon activation of the activating means, the

release means is moved into contact with, and moves, the locking

11. Device according to claim lO.characte ri led in that the

activating means and release are designed and adapted such

that the force/energy provided by the first energy system upon

activation la substantially higher than the force/energy required for

releasing the second energy system.

12. Device according to any of the preceding daims 10-U,
characterisedin that the second energy system comprises a

transmission, by which the force/energy required for releasing said

30 locking means is tabstannaPy less than the forces/energy required

for holding said actuating means in an energised state.
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13. Device according to any of the preceding daims 10-13,

characterised in that the force/energy available from said first

energy system b adapted such that it b substantially above the

variations in force/energy requirements for activating the second

1 system.

14. Device according to any of the preceding claims 10-13.

characterisedin that said first energy system is calibrated

such that the activating means is activated at a predetermined

10 threshold.

15. Device according to any of the preceding claim* 10-1*.

characterisedin that it b arranged m an inhaler, and that the

activating means b arranged and adapted such that it is activated

15 upon inhalation.

16. Device according to churn lO.charactc rise din that the

activating means comprises a flap or vane arranged in said inhaler

adjacent an air intake of said inhaler.

20

17. Device according to any of the preceding dalma 10-14,

charactcrisodin that it b arranged in a medical injection

device, and is srranged and adapted such that the activating

comprise* a user-operated means, whereby, upon operation, the

23 release means moves the locking means c*tt a ledring position.

18, Medical distributor for eUstnhuting medicament to a patient

comprising at Irsii one device according to dsim 10,

c haracterisedin that there are arranged several devices

acting in sequence of each other, dependent or independent ofeach

other.



10

15

19. Medical distributor according to claim IS,

characterised tn that the aenra-ting means of one define u

activated upon start of inhalation and In that the activating means of

a second device Is activated] upon la mination of inhalation.

30. a device according to daim 10.

21. Medical Injector comprising a device according to claim 10.

23. Device for an inhaler (300), according to claim 1 , further

comprising an rnhalation opening, a container oontssrimg

medicament, an actuating means capable of delivering a dose of

medicament from the container, a movement means (326) connected

to the actuating means and arranged such m the inhaler that it is

mored by fahitiffon through the inhalation opening, characte-
rise d in that the movement means comprises at least one pivotabry

arranged member (336). whereby the at least one member is halancnrl

such around Its pivoting point (338) that farces acting on the at least

one member during movement of the inhaler, causing

acceleration/retardation, do not affect the at least one member.

33. Device according to claim 33, cbaracterisedin that the

movement means comprises a balancing means (333,362) i

such to the at least one member thai the forces acting on the at 1

one member during said movement of the inhaler are balanced out by

the balancing i

34. Device according to claim 32 or 23, cbaracterisedin

that the moment of the balancing means Is substantially the i

the moment of the at least i

ID

IS

23

30
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35. Device for tn inhaler according to claim 1. further arnprisirtg

a container (410) with medicament and means for activating said

container (4 13. 4 16, 418, 424, 436, 439] for delivery of a dose of

medicament, cbaracterisedinan adjusting means (440)

arranged and designed such as to automatically adjust the contact

point between said rrrnfflirvrr and said activating means to

ACCOQ^a&SQ^asaCtB for digXe«rezBcc9 iu co^Ltftsief tt*ce«

26. Device according to daim 23characterisedm that the

said differences comprise tolerance width variations of the canister

and a certain type of canister as wdl as different canister sires.

37. Device according to daim 25, characterised^ that

said activating T*^*ny comprises spring rtifan^ for moving said

container upon delivery of dose, and that said adjusting means is

able of adjusting said spring means into contact with said container.

26. Device according to claim 25, characterised^ that

t lever i

39. Device according to claim 25, c h a r a c t e r i s e d in that

30. Device according to claim 26,characterisedin that

said container is an aerosol-driven canister arranged with a

dispensing device activated upon depression of said canister, that

said activating means comprises pressure means pivotaUy arranged

In said Inhaler and acting on said canister, and that said adjustment

means is able of moving said prroting point in correspondence to the

arm of said canister.

10

15
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3 1 . Device according to daim 30, eharacterisedin that

said adjustment means locks said pivoting point upon activation of

said pressure r^r^^T to depress said canister.

32. Device for an fnhsfrr seconding to daim 1, further comprising

an air passage inside the inhaler, an opening (512, 544) intended for

inhalation of medicament in Quid rrfflnrrrion with said air passage,

meansfardefiveringadoseof medicament {514, 516,523. 548, 550.

S60) into said air passage, means for activating said dose delivering

means (526, 528, 530, 552, 554, 556), wherein said activating means

is activated by an air flow through said air passage, character**

e d in that the device comprises user operated safety means (534,

580) arranged and positioned such that it prevents activation of said

activating means when the safety means ia fa a non-operated state.

33. Device according to claim 32,characterlicdin that

said safety device comprises an auxiliary air p*«*«g* in

conrniunication with the inhalation air passage and in

coaummkation with the outside of the inhaler via at least one

Opening, and user operated far blocking said auxiliary air

t an inhalation of medicament Is to be i

according to claim 33, eharacterisedin that I

of a hand of a user ofthe

34.

useroperated

inhaler.

35. Device according to daim 34, eharacterisedin that

there are at least two openings and that they arc arranged such on

the inhaler that they cannot be reached by the fingers ofa child's one

57

36. Device according to «-#aim 34, cbaracterisedin that

there are at least two openings and that they are arrariged such on

the inhaler that they cannot be reached by the fingers ofan adults

37. Device according to daim 34. character! a e d in that the

: of the opening is such that a finger of a child cannot block the

opening.

10 38. rarriceffiinairuaewithenirjbaler (51^

1. further comprising a body, a supply ofmfdinmmt (614); a

metered dose cosEpertrnenu an air passage with an opening for a

portent to inhale through, means for deHvering a metered dose torn

themetered dose compartment during inhalation and a rooirfhpkcc

15 (6 1 S), wherein the mouthpiece is provided with a front end (622) to be

placed in the patients mouth and is in Quid contact with said

opening, eharacterisedin means (624, 634) for moving the

mouthpiece from a rest/protected position where the mouthpiece to

arranged substantially within said body to on actrvated/inhaling

20 position where at least the front end cf the mouthpiece protrudes

from the body of the inhaler.

39. Device according to claim 58, character lie din that It

further ccenprises refeasahte fixating means (626, 640} for releaaably

25 fixating the mouthpiece in the two positions.

40. Devto according m claim 39. characterised bi that the

fixating means comprises spring means for urging said mouthpiece u

tile activated position.

so-



41.

that the fixating

to claim 39or40, char icteriitdia
lomprlses a protective cover/lid (628) Cor

to the resting position.

5 42 IJevice accertimg to chum 38. characterize d in that the

tor moving said mouthpiece comprise* a pivot axb (624)

arranged between the mouthpiece and the inhaler, far enabling a

pivoting action between the resting and activated positions.

10 43. Device according to daim 38, character iaedin that the

means lor moving said mouthpiece comprises guide means (634) tor

sliding the mouthpiece along Its longitudinal direction when it Is

moved from irsflng position to activated position

13 44. Device according to claim 41, characterise din that it

Amber comprises sctjrmtinx, means to set the inhaler ready tor

defiverye/ a subsequent dose and that the activating i

handled by the protective cover/lid.

DATS) this Uth day at August 3003.
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